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Course on Methodology 2005-2006

tʜe musʟɪm coʟʟeɢe was founded
in 1989 as an institution of higher
education in Islamic Studies. Its
programmes cover the study of core
courses such as the Sciences of
Qur’an and Sunnah together with
the Shariah, Aqeedah, History,
World Religions, Western
Philosophy and certain professional
training. It awards Master and
Doctorate degrees in Islamic
Studies. The degrees are recognized
by Al-Azhar University of Cairo. It
also runs courses with Birkbeck
College, University of London.

For too long now the Qur’an and the Sunnah, great sources of
strength, purity, knowledge and inspiration have not been tapped.
Skirting their peripheries or over-dwelling on one or two of their
multifarious facets has done a disservice to their immense potential. Now that Muslims are increasingly becoming aware of their
intellectual crisis, revisiting these two sources is essential. Earlier
generations derived their guidance from them. There is a universal
call for new Ijtihad to meet contemporary challenges. This can be
achieved only through a new methodology to help study the
Qur’an and Sunnah as the foundation for the building of human
civilization.

tʜe ɪɴteʀɴatɪoɴaʟ ɪɴstɪtute of
ɪsʟamɪc tʜouɢʜt (ɪɪɪt) is a private,
non-profit, academic and cultural
institution, concerned with general
issues of Islamic thought. The
Institute was established in the USA
in 1981 and also has offices in several
countries worldwide including
Europe. It is independent of party
orientations and ideological biases
and has published over 280 titles in
various languages.
tʜe assocɪatɪoɴ of musʟɪm
socɪaʟ scɪeɴtɪsts (uk) is an
association based in London. It is
committed to the development of
Islamic thought through research,
scholarship and publications.

To register please contact:
iiit@iiituk.com
ɪɪɪt/ʟo, p.o. ʙox 126
ʀɪcʜmoɴd , suʀʀeʏ, tw9 2ud
teʟ: 020 8948 9511
fax: 020 8940 4014
www.ɪɪɪtuk.com

The objective of the course is to alert the scholar, student,
researcher and thinker to a new and beneficial approach to the
study of the fundamental sources of our faith.

It is obvious, therefore, that examining the issue of methodology
is crucial to our project of focusing attention on the ever changing
nature of human society and the role Islam can play in steering
towards moral and spiritual goals.

5-6 decemʙeʀ 2005
9am-5pm
Issues in Methodology

aɪms of tʜe couʀse
 Define the concepts and terms.
 Recognize the need for developing a
contemporary methodology for dealing with the Qur’an, the Sunnah, and
human heritage.

6-7 feʙʀuaʀʏ 2006
9am-5pm
Methodology in Dealing
with the Qur’an

 Highlight the crisis that is engulfing
contemporary Islamic thought and
elucidate its intellectual and methodological dimension.
 Define the facets of the existing
methodological crisis in Muslim and
non-Muslim thought.

6-7 maʀcʜ 2006
9am-5pm
Methodology in Dealing
with the Sunnah

 Explain the manner of formulating
an Islamic research methodology.
Understand the issues of causality
and faults and how to overcome
obstacles in reconstructing the social
and human sciences.
 Identify the still commonly used
sources and references that are related
to the undertaking.

More details to be posted on website
tʜe couʀse wɪʟʟ ʙe equaʟʟʏ dɪstʀɪʙuted ʙetweeɴ tʜe
tʜeoʀetɪcaʟ aspect, woʀksʜops aɴd assɪɢɴmeɴts.

